
Belief Updating in MSBNswithout Repeated Local PropagationsY. XiangDepartment of Computer Science, University of ReginaRegina, Saskatchewan, Canada S4S 0A2, yxiang@cs.uregina.caApril 16, 1998AbstractWe rede�ne inference operations for multiply sectioned Bayesian networks (MS-BNs). When two adjacent subnets exchange belief, previous operations require re-peated belief propagations within the receiving subnet. The new operations requiresuch propagation only twice. We prove that the new operations do not compromisethe coherence while improving the e�ciency.A MSBN must be initialized before inference can take place. The initializationinvolves special operations not shared by inference computation. We show that the newinference operations unify inference and initialization. Therefore, the new operationsnot only are more e�cient, but also are simpler. They speed up inference as well asease practical implementation.1 IntroductionMultiply sectioned Bayesian networks (MSBNs) provides a coherent framework for proba-bilistic inference in a large domain [8]. It can be applied under a single agent paradigm [7] ora cooperative multi-agent paradigm [5]. It supports object-oriented probabilistic inference[2].We focus on the inference computation of MSBNs. Global consistency among multiplesubnets in a MSBN can be achieved by communication. During communication, each subnetexchanges belief twice with each adjacent subnet in a half-duplex fashion. Each exchangerequires repeated belief propagations within the receiving subnet according to previouslyproposed inference operations.In this work, we rede�ne these operations such that each exchange of belief requires beliefpropagation in the receiving subnet only twice. We prove that the new operations do notcompromise the coherence while improving the e�ciency.A MSBN must be initialized before evidential inference can take place. The initializationinvolves several special operations not shared by inference computation. In this work, we1



show that the newly proposed inference operations unify inference and initialization. There-fore, the new operations not only are more e�cient, but also are simpler. They allow fasterrun time inference as well as simplify the practical implementation.We review the basics of MSBNs in Section 2. In Section 3, we establish the syntacticand semantic properties of linkage trees, the interface between subnets, which has not beentreated formally before. In Section 4, we rede�ne the messages to be passed between subnets.The inference operations are rede�ned in Section 5 based on the new form of messages, andtheir coherence are proven. We discuss the e�cience gain through the new operations inSection 6, and discuss the uni�cation of inference and initialization in Section 7.2 Overview of MSBNsA BN S is a triplet (N;D;P ) where N is a set of domain variables, D is a DAG whosenodes are labeled by elements of N , and P is a joint probability distribution (jpd) over N .A MSBN M is a collection of Bayesian subnets that together de�nes a BN. These subnetsshould satisfy certain conditions to permit coherent distributed inference. One conditionrequires that nodes shared by two subnets form a d-sepset, as de�ned below.Let Gi = (Ni; Ei) (i = 0; 1) be two graphs. The graph G = (N0 [N1; E0 [E1) is referredto as the union of G0 and G1, denoted by G = G0 tG1.De�nition 1 Let Di = (Ni; Ei) (i = 0; 1) be two DAGs such that D = D0 tD1 is a DAG.The intersection I = N0 \N1 is a d-sepset between D0 and D1 if for every x 2 I with itsparents � in D, either � � N0 or � � N1. Each x 2 I is called a d-sepnode.Just as the structure of a BN is a DAG, the structure of a MSBN is a multiply sectionedDAG (MSDAG) with a hypertree organization:De�nition 2 A hypertree MSDAG D = FiDi, where each Di is a connected DAG, is aconnected DAG constructible by the following procedure:Start with an empty graph (no node). Recursively add a DAG Dk, called a hypernode,to the existing MSDAG Fk�1i=0 Di subject to the constraints:[d-sepset] For each Dj (j < k), Ijk = Nj \Nk is a d-sepset when the two DAGs are isolated.[local covering] There exists Di (i < k) such that, for each Dj (j < k; j 6= i), we haveIjk � Ni: For an arbitrarily chosen such Di, Iik is the hyperlink between Di and Dk whichare said to be adjacent.A MSBN is then de�ned as follows:De�nition 3 A MSBN M is a triplet M = (N ;D;P). N = SiNi is the total universewhere each Ni is a set of variables. D = FiDi (a hypertree MSDAG) is the structure wherenodes of each DAG Di are labeled by elements of Ni. P = Qi PDi(Ni)=Qk PIk (Ik) is the jpd.Each PDi(Ni) is a distribution over Ni such that whenever Di and Dj are adjacent in D, themarginalizations of PDi(Ni) and PDj (Nj) onto their d-sepset are identical. Each PIk (Ik) issuch a marginal distribution over a hyperlink Ik of D. Each triplet Si = (Ni;Di; Pi) is calleda subnet of M . Si and Sj are adjacent if Di and Dj are adjacent.2



Inference in a MSBN can be performed more e�ectively on a compiled representation,called linked junction forest (LJF) of belief universes (LJFBU). Each Di is converted into ajunction tree (JT) Ti over Ni [1]. A belief table is a non-normalized probability distribution.A belief table BTi(Ni) associated with Ti is de�ned as follows:De�nition 4 Let T be a JT over a set N of variables. The belief table of T , denoted byBT (N), is de�ned as BT (N) = QC BC(C)=QS BS(S) where each C is a clique in T , each Sis a sepset in T , BC(C) is a belief table over C and BS(S) is a belief table over S.A triplet Ti = (Ni; Ti; BTi(Ni)) is called a junction tree of belief universes (JTBU) [1].Proposition 5 states the semantics of a JTBU and is needed later. See [3] for the de�nitionof I-maps and [6] for JTs as I-maps.Proposition 5 Let P (N) be a probability distribution over N . Let a JT T over N be anI-map of P . Then BT (N) is equivalent to P (N) if for each clique and each sepset in T , thecorresponding belief table is equivalent to the marginalization of P (N) over the correspondingsubset of variables.A LJFBU has the same hypertree organization as its deriving MSBN. Each hypernode isa JTBU converted from its deriving subnet. Each hyperlink includes a linkage tree convertedfrom its deriving d-sepset:De�nition 6 [5] Let I be the d-sepset between JTs Ta and Tb in a LJF. A linkage treeL of Ta with respect to Tb is constructed as follows:First perform the following recursively:(1) Remove each leaf clique C of Ta if C \ I = �.(2) Remove each leaf clique C if C \ I is a subset of its adjacent clique.Then repeat the following until no variable can be removed:(3) Remove a variable x 62 I if x is contained in a single clique C.(4) If C becomes a subset of an adjacent clique D after (3), union C into D.Each clique l in L is a linkage. De�ne a clique in Ta that contains l as its linkagehost and break ties arbitrarily.A triplet Li = (I; L;BL(I)) is called a linkage tree of belief universes (LTBU), whereBL(I) is a belief table associated with L. A LJFBU is then de�ned as:De�nition 7 Let M be a MSBN. A LJFBU F derived from M is a triplet F = (T ;L;P 0).T is a set of JTBUs each of which is derived from a subnet in M . The JTBUs are organizedinto a hypertree isomorphic to the hypertree MSDAG of M . L is a set of LTBUs each ofwhich is derived from a pair of adjacent JTBUs in the hypertree. P 0 = Qi PTi(Ni)=Qk PLk(Ik)is the joint system belief (JSB). Each PTi(Ni) is the belief table of a JTBU and eachPLk (Ik) is the belief table of a LTBU.The structure of a LJFBU is a LJF consisting of its JTs and linkage trees.3



3 Properties of linkage treesIn this section, we formally establish the syntactic and semantic properties of linkage trees.A linkage tree is a JT as shown in Proposition 8:Proposition 8 A linkage tree constructed according to Def.6 is a junction tree.Proof:After removal of leaf cliques, the remaining subgraph of a JT is still a JT. Hence thesubgraph obtained after steps (1) and (2) in Def. 6 is a JT.After removal of a variable contained in a single clique C of a JT, the resultant graphis still a JT. If such removal renders C a subset of an adjacent clique D, then union of Cinto D neither changes any sepset between C and its neighbor cliques (other than D), norchanges any sepset between D and its neighbor cliques (other than C). Hence the graphobtained after steps (3) and (4) is a JT. 2Furthermore, the linkage tree preserves the I-mapness as shown in Proposition 9:Proposition 9 Let L be a linkage tree between a pair of JTs in a LJF and I be the d-sepset.Then L is an I-map over I with respect to the distribution of either JT.Proof:Let T be one of the JTs. We show that the graphical separation between variables in Iportrayed by T is unchanged during construction of L from T .In steps (1) and (3) of Def. 6, the removal of C and x, respectively, is irrelevant to thegraphical separation among elements of I.In step (2), if C \ I is a subset of its adjacent clique, then removal of C does not changethe fact that C\I is contained in a clique. Similarly in step (4), union of C intoD still leavesC contained in a clique. Thus removal (union) of C does not alter the graphical separationamong elements of I. 2De�nition 7 does not specify how a belief table for a linkage tree is de�ned. It can bespeci�ed as follows:De�nition 10 Let (N;T;BT (N)) be a JTBU and I � N be its d-sepset with another JTBU.Let L be a linkage tree over I obtained from T . For each linkage l in L of host C in T ,de�ne its belief table Bl(l) = PCnlBC(C). For each sepset q in L, de�ne its belief tableBq(q) = PlnqBl(l), where l is any one of the two linkages whose sepset is q. Then the belieftable of L is BL(I) = QlBl(l)=QqBq(q).The semantics of a LTBU is established by Proposition 11. A JTBU is internally con-sistent if PCnS BC(C), PQnS BQ(Q) and BS(S) are equivalent for every adjacent cliques Cand Q with sepset S.Proposition 11 Let (N;T;BT (N)) be an internally consistent JTBU and (I; L;BL(I)) bea LTBU obtained from (N;T;BT (N)). Then BL(I) is a marginalization of BT (N).Proof:By Proposition 8, L is a JT. By Proposition 9, L is an I-map over I. From Proposition 5,the result follows. 2 4



4 Extending linkage beliefIn this section, we extend the linkage belief de�ned in Def. 10 such that more e�cientinference can be supported. First, we introduce the peer sepset of a linkage:De�nition 12 Let L be a linkage tree between a pair of JTs in a LJF. For each node l inL, assign an adjacent sepset q as the peer sepset of l such that every sepset is assigned to anode and every node except one has a peer.The following algorithm assigns peer sepsets to linkages:Algorithm 1while L has more than one node, doselect a leaf node l in L;assign sepset between l and its adjacent node as the peer of l;remove l from L;The e�ect of the algorithm is established as follows:Proposition 13 For any linkage tree L, the peer sepsets of linkages are well de�ned byAlgorithm 1.Proof:If L has a single node/linkage l, no peer is to be de�ned for l by de�nition.Assume that L has k > 1 linkages. Since L is a tree, it has at least one leaf node. Hencethe while loop will iterate at least once with the peer of one leaf de�ned and with the leafand the link/sepset incident to it removed. Since L is still a tree after the removal of a leafand a tree of k nodes has k � 1 links, the loop will iterate exactly k � 1 times. 2We now extend the linkage belief de�ned in Def. 10:De�nition 14 Let L be a linkage tree with linkage and sepset belief de�ned as Def. 10, andlinkage peers de�ned as Def. 12. For each node l in L with peer q, the extended linkagebelief is B�l (l) = Bl(l)=Bq(q), and for the node l without peer, de�ne B�l (l) = Bl(l).The semantics of extended linkage belief is shown in Proposition 15. The proof is trivial.Proposition 15 Let L be a linkage tree. Then BL(I), as de�ned in Def. 10, can be expressedin terms of extended linkage belief as BL(I) = QlB�l (l); where each l is a linkage in L.We shall see that if we use extended linkage belief tables as messages passed betweenJTBUs during inference, the computation can be performed more e�ciently. Hence weassume explicit storage of extended linkage belief B�l (l), while Bl(l) will only be used as aconceptual object in our analysis. 5



5 Inference operationsIn this section, we rede�ne all inference operations in [8, 5] based on extended linkage belief.First, we rede�ne the operation AbsorbThroughLinkage. The objective of the operation isto bring the two linkage hosts involved into a form of consistency.Operation 16 (AbsorbThroughLinkage) Let l be a linkage in a linkage tree L betweenJTBUs Ta and Tb. Let Ca and Cb be the corresponding linkage host of l in Ta and Tb. LetB�l (l) be the extended linkage belief associated with l, and B�Cb(l) be the extended linkage beliefon l de�ned in Cb.When AbsorbThroughLinkage is called on Ca to absorb from Cb through l, perform thefollowing:(1) Updating host belief: B0Ca(Ca) = BCa(Ca) �B�Cb(l)=B�l (l).(2) Updating linkage belief: B�0l (l) = B�Cb(l).Due to the use of extended linkage belief, the normal concept of consistency as used in[8] does not apply any more. We extend it to de�ne the concept of e-consistency:De�nition 17 Let l be a linkage between JTBUs Ta and Tb. Let Ca be the linkage host of lin Ta. Ca and l are said to be e-consistent if PCnlBCa(Ca) = Bl(l).Note that Bl(l) is not the belief table associated with l. Instead, B�l (l) is. We showseveral properties of AbsorbThroughLinkage:Proposition 18 After AbsorbThroughLinkage is performed, the following hold:(1) The joint system belief is invariant.(2) Cb and l are e-consistent.(3) If Ca and l were e-consistent before AbsorbThroughLinkage is performed, then Ca and lare also e-consistent after.Proof:(1) Denote the JSB by BF (N ). After AbsorbThroughLinkage, the new JSB isB0F (N ) = BF (N ) � [B0Ca(Ca)=BCa(Ca)]=[B�0l (l)=B�l (l)]= BF (N ) �B0Ca(Ca) �B�l (l)=[BCa(Ca) �B�0l (l)]= BF (N ) � [BCa(Ca) �B�Cb(l)=B�l (l)] �B�l (l)BCa(Ca) �B�Cb(l) = BF (N ):(2) This is true from the de�nition of AbsorbThroughLinkage.(3) After the operation, we haveXCnlB0Ca(Ca) = XCnlBCa(Ca) �B�Cb(l)=B�l (l) (de�nition of AbsorbThroughLinkage)= [B�Cb(l)=B�l (l)] �XCnlBCa(Ca) (Proposition 4.1 [1])= [B�Cb(l)=B�l (l)] �Bl(l) (e-consistency assumption)= BCb(l) = B0l(l) 6



2The operation UpdateBelief brings adjacent JTBUs to consistency. It uses the operationUnifyBelief [8] which brings a JTBU internally consistent by two local propagations.Operation 19 (UpdateBelief) Let Ta and Tb be adjacent JTBUs, and L be the linkagetree between them. When UpdateBelief is called on Ta relative to Tb, perform the following:(1) For each linkage l in L, call the host of l in Ta to perform AbsorbThroughLinkage.(2) Perform UnifyBelief at Ta.The e�ects of UpdateBelief are shown as follows:Proposition 20 Let Ta and Tb be locally consistent JTBUs of a LJFBU F . After Update-Belief is performed in Ta relative to Tb, the following hold:(1) Ta is internally consistent.(2) The joint system belief of F is invariant.(3) L is consistent with Tb.(4) If Ta and L were consistent before UpdateBelief, they are also consistent after.Proof:(1) This holds due to UnifyBelief at the end of UpdateBelief.(2) It holds since neither AbsorbThroughLinkage nor UnifyBelief changes the joint systembelief.(3) It is implied by Propositions 15 and 18 (2).(4) It follows from Proposition 18 (3). 2CollectBelief recursively propagates belief inwards on the hypertree of a LJFBU:Operation 21 (CollectBelief) Let T be a JTBU. Let caller by an adjacent JTBU or theLJFBU. When caller calls T to CollectBelief, T performs the following:(1) If T as no neighbor except caller, it performs UnifyBelief and return.(2) Otherwise, for each adjacent JTBU Y except caller, call CollectBelief in Y . After Y�nishes, T performs UpdateBelief relative to Y .Note that Y is always internally consistent when T performs UpdateBelief relative to Ydue to UnifyBelief in step (1) and in UpdateBelief.DistributeBelief recursively propagates belief outwards on the hypertree of a LJFBU:Operation 22 (DistributeBelief) Let T be a JTBU. Let caller by an adjacent JTBUor the LJFBU. When caller calls T to DistributeBelief, T performs the following:(1) If caller is a JTBU, performs UpdateBelief relative to caller.(2) For each adjacent JTBU Y except caller, call DistributeBelief in Y .CommunicateBelief combines the previous two operations to bring a LJFBU into consis-tency:Operation 23 (CommunicateBelief) When CommunicateBelief is initiated at an LJFBU,CollectBelief is called at any JTBU T , followed by a call of DistributeBelief at T .7



CommunicateBelief brings a LJFBU into global consistence as de�ned below. It is shownin Theorem 25.De�nition 24 A LJFBU F is globally consistent if each JTBU is internally consistentand each linkage tree is consistent with each of the two corresponding JTBUs.Theorem 25 After CommunicateBelief in a LJFBU F , F is globally consistent.Proof:Let Y be any JTBU in F other than T as referred in Operation 23. Let Y 0 be theadjacent JTBU of Y on the path between Y and T in the hypertree. Let L be the linkagetree between Y 0 and Y .After CollectBelief at T , each JTBU Y is internally consistent (due to Proposition 20 (1)),and is consistent with L (due to Proposition 20 (3)).After DistributeBelief at T , each JTBU Y 0 is internally consistent (due to Proposi-tion 20 (1)), is consistent with L (due to Proposition 20 (3)), and the corresponding JTBUY is also consistent with L (due to Proposition 20 (4)). 2As discussed in [5], CommunicateBelief is performed once for a while after evidence hasbeen entered into di�erent JTBUs. The operation ensures that local belief at each JTBU isconsistent with evidence accumulated in the entire LJFBU.6 E�ciency gain from new operationsWhat e�ciency gain does the new operations provide?According to the de�nition of CommunicateBelief, UpdateBelief is performed twice foreach hyperlink of the LJFBU, and consumes a major portion of the communication compu-tation. In the original version of UpdateBelief [8], a local belief propagation (called Distribu-teEvidence) is performed in the receiving JTBU after each AbsorbThroughLinkage1. Henceas many propagations as the number jLj of linkages in the linkage tree L are performed foreach execution of UpdateBelief.The UpdateBelief de�ned in Operation 19 performs UnifyBelief once (two local propa-gations) no matter how many linkages are contained in the linkage tree. It improves thee�ciency by a factor of jL=2j relative to the original UpdateBelief [8]. The savings in com-putation is signi�cant when each JTBU is large.Alternative improvement over the original UpdateBelief has been proposed in [4]. TherejLj � 1 propagations are �rst performed with each restricted to a subgraph (a chain) ofthe JTBU, and �nally a DistributeEvidence is performed. The control of the �rst jLj � 1propagations, however, are more sophisticated.The UnifyBelief performed in the new UpdateBelief can be improved similarly: The �rstpropagation in UnifyBelief can be restricted to the subgraph of the JTBU that terminatesat linkage hosts. The second propagation is the same (DistributeEvidence). The amount ofcomputation in the �rst propagation will be less than or equal to that in the �rst jLj � 1propagations in the alternative UpdateBelief, and the control needed is simpler than the1UnifyBelief consists of two local propagations and DistributeEvidence is one of them.8



alternative. The less amount of computation can be seen by observing that the jLj�1 prop-agations may repeat over certain sepsets in the JTBU. But the improved new UpdateBeliefdoes not. The amount of computation of the two versions become equal if and only if thesubgraph terminated by linkage hosts is a chain. Therefore, the new UpdateBelief with suchmodi�cation will be superior than that in [4].7 Belief initializationBefore inference can be performed in a LJFBU, its belief tables need to be initialized suchthat marginal probabilities of each variable x can be computed locally in any clique of anyJTBU that contains x. The process involves �rst assigning conditional probability tablesin subnets of the MSBN to cliques in JTBUs of the LJFBU, and then making the LJFBUglobally consistent.The �rst step is similar to what is performed in compilation of a BN to a JTBU [1] withexception for each d-sepnode. Since a d-sepnode occurs in multiple subnets, only the subnetthat contains its most parents should transfer its table to the derived JTBU. This ensuresequivalence of the JSB of LJFBU with the jpd of MSBN [8].The second step was achieved by a special operation BeliefInitialization in [8]. It inturn is supported by some special operations not shared by inference computation (e.g.,NonRedundancyAbsorption and ExchangeBelief). These operations dedicated to initializa-tion complicates the theory of MSBNs as well as the practical implementation. The questionis whether they are necessary. Below we answer the question negatively:Note that Theorem 25 does not assume any previous state of consistence in F (comparewith Theorem 14 in [5]). Therefore, it can be used both for inference as well as for beliefinitialization. In other words, after the probability table assignment (the �rst step above),the belief initialization can be completed by performing CommunicateBelief. A separate setof initialization operations is thus no longer needed.AcknowledgementsThis work is supported by the Research Grant OGP0155425 from the Natural Sciences andEngineering Research Council (NSERC) of Canada.References[1] F.V. Jensen. An introduction to Bayesian networks. UCL Press, 1996.[2] D. Koller and A. Pfe�er. Oject-oridented Bayesian networks. In D. Geiger and P.P.Shenoy, editors, Proc. 13th Conf. on Uncertainty in Arti�cial Intelligence, pages 302{313, Providence, Rhode Island, 1997.[3] J. Pearl. Probabilistic Reasoning in Intelligent Systems: Networks of Plausible Inference.Morgan Kaufmann, 1988. 9
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